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Abstra tReview based geoso ial networks are online so ial
networks entered on the lo ation of venues and users as well as
on reviews left by users for visited venues. The popularity and
impa t of reviews makes them an ideal tool for inuen ing publi
opinion. In this paper we study the effe ts of Yelp Elite events,
organized for the benet of Elite reviewers, on the image of the
hosting venues. To this end, we introdu e tools for identifying
venues re eiving abnormally large numbers of reviews in a short
time and use them to dete t orrelations between events and
hosting venues. We have implemented a browser plugin that
makes users aware of Yelp event manipulations. We use data we
olle ted from Yelp to show that Elite events have a noti eable
short-term impa t on the rating of hosting venues.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Geoso ial Networks (GSNs) extend online so ial networks
with the on ept of venues, spe ial lo ations where mobile
devi e users an register their presen e. In GSNs su h as
Yelp [1℄, Foursquare [2℄ and Urbanspoon [3℄, registered venues
have a ounts where users an leave feedba k, in the form
of reviews or tips for other users. Reviews have a numeri al
omponent, a star rating, and venue a ounts aggregate their
reviews into a single star rating value.
With tens of millions of reviews and monthly unique visitors [4℄, [5℄, review based GSNs are playing an in reasingly inuential part in our lives. As su h, they be ome alluring targets
for atta ks aiming to bias the publi image of venues. Previous
work (e.g., [6℄, [7℄, [8℄, [9℄) has shown that fake reviews an be
ommissioned to improve the rating of produ ts and servi es.
The in entive is prot: Anderson and Magruber [10℄ show that
in Yelp, an extra half-star rating auses restaurants to sell out
19 per entage points (from 30% to 49%) more frequently.
In this paper we fo us on Yelp [1℄, a unique geoso ial
network, and one of its tools, Yelp events. Yelp events are
organized by Yelp for the benet of Elite reviewers: users
who not only have many reviews and friends, but enjoy
popularity among other users. Yelp reates a new Yelp page
with the name of the event and en ourages attendees to review
the event venue [11℄. While the de lared goal of the event
venues is to prevent unfairness to venues that do not host
events, in this paper, we study the impa t of events on the
venues hosting them. The question we ask is whether Yelp
events help improve the short and long term venue ratings.
If Yelp events have a positive effe t, we believe they may be
used as a more honest alternative to fake reviews.
Our approa h relies on the notion of positive venue timelines: the evolution in time of the number of daily positive
reviews re eived by the venue. We use the timeline of a
venue to identify abnormally high numbers of positive reviews
re eived by the venue within a short time interval. This enables

us to mark spikes that o ur within a short timeframe of an
event hosted by the venue. We then ompute the impa t of
the event on the venue, as the differen e between the average
rating of the venue at a given time following the event and its
rating before the event.
We have olle ted Yelp data from the a ounts of more than
10,000 Yelp users, 16,000 venues and 149 events, for a total of
more than 1.5 million reviews. We use this data to show that
40% of the venues hosting an event see a short term in rease
in their star rating (at least 0.5 stars in rease).
The ontributions of this paper are the following:
 We introdu e S PI K E R , a tool for dete ting abnormal
numbers of positive reviews re eived by a venue within
a short time interval.
 We devise and implement Wat hYT (available for download at the proje t's website [12℄), a browser plugin that
noties Yelp users when browsing venues whose average
rating has been inuen ed by events.
 Analyze the short and long term impa t of events on
venues, using publi ly a essible data olle ted from
Yelp.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion II introdu es the Yelp GSN model and basi Yelp statisti s. Se tion III denes venue timelines and introdu es the
dete tion tools, S PI K E R and Wat hYT. Se tion IV evaluates
S PI K E R and Wat hYT and Se tion V des ribes implementation details of Wat hYT. Se tion VI presents related work and
Se tion VII on ludes.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We model the geoso ial network following Yelp's [1℄
model. It onsists of a provider, S , hosting the system along
with information on businesses or venues registered, and
serving a number of users. Users an subs ribe and re eive
initial servi e redentials, in luding a unique user id.
The provider supports a given set of lo ations, dened in
terms of dis rete points-of-interests (POIs) or sites: restaurants,
on erts, me hani shops, et . Users an report their lo ation
through he k-ins at venues where they are present and an
share this information with friends. Users are en ouraged to
leave feedba k for the venues they visit, in the form of reviews.
Reviews onsist of a text des ribing the experien e and a
numeri al omponent, a rating ranging from 1 to 5, with 5
being the highest mark. S asso iates an average rating value
for ea h venue, omputed over all the ratings of reviews left by
users. Users an leave pre-dened feedba k for other reviews
i.e., useful, funny and  ool.
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Fig. 1. Yelp user stats: Distribution of (a) the number of reviews, (b) the number of friends. ( ) Per entage of reviews with feedba k.
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Fig. 2. Crawler ar hite ture.

A. General Yelp Statisti s

The rawler. We have developed a rawling engine to automati ally olle t data from Yelp's user and venue pages. The
rawler uses a resour e pool (see Figure 2) onsisting of a set
of servers and a set of proxies. For every request, the rawler
randomly pi ks a server from the server pool and pairs it with
a proxy from the proxy pool. The request is then made from
the server, through the proxy. For ea h su essful request, the
rawler fet hes the raw HTML page from Yelp and parses
the required information. If the request is not su essful, a
new request is made using a different proxy. A entralized
s heduler maintains a request queue to ensure there are no
loops in the rawling pro ess, i.e., avoids rawling the same
page multiple times if referen ed from several sour es. When
Yelp pi ks an anomalous proxy, any request made from this
IP will return a blank HTML page or a page with error.
Our rawler automati ally dete ts this and hanges the proxy.
Furthermore, to minimize the load on Yelp's servers, and avoid
dete tion, we introdu e long inter-request intervals.
Crawling Yelp. In order to olle t a representative sample of
Yelp data, we used stratied sampling [13℄. First, we sele ted
a list of 10 major ities in the U.S. and we olle ted an initial
random list of 100 venues from ea h of these ities as a seed
dataset. It is important to understand that our strata ( ities)
are mutually ex lusive, i.e. venues do not belong to two or
more different ities. This way we avoid bias towards high
degree nodes, whi h is a ommon problem when rawling
so ial networks [14℄. We then randomly sele ted 10,031 Yelp
users who reviewed these venues, and olle ted their data,
in luding their id, lo ation, number of friends and all their
reviews, for a total of 646,017 reviews.

Given the list of 10,031 olle ted Yelp users, we merged
the lists of the venues reviewed by those users (to avoid
dupli ate venues) and we randomly sele ted 16,199 venues,
in luding venues from ities outside the U.S. (e.g., London,
U.K, Van ouver, CA, et ). For ea h venue we have olle ted
its name, lo ation and type, along with all the reviews re eived,
for a total of 1,096,044 reviews. For ea h review we extra ted
the reviewer id, the date the review was written, the number of
he k-ins performed and the photos uploaded by the reviewer
at the venue, as well as feedba k re eived by the review
itself (number of users who thought the review was useful,
funny or  ool).
Figure 1(a) shows the umulative distribution fun tion
(CDF) of the number of reviews per user. While only 20% of
users have more than 100 reviews, the re ord user has 4,000
reviews. Figure 1(b) shows the CDF of the number of friends
per user. Only 15% of users have no friends but 50% of users
have more than 10 friends. Furthermore, Figure 1( ) shows the
per entage of reviews that have asso iated photos, he k-ins
and user feedba k. While 15% of reviews have an asso iated
he k-in, a respe table 46% of reviews have been labeled as
useful. This shows that Yelp is an a tive so ial network,
whose users widely embra e its ri h features.
B. Yelp Events

Yelp rewards users that write popular reviews with a spe ial,
badge status. The Elite badge is awarded to users who not
only write many reviews and have many friends, but whose
reviews re eive signi ant re ognition (e.g., feedba k) from
other users. The reviews of Elite yelpers are never ltered and
are often shown at the beginning of a venue's Yelp page.
Yelp organizes spe ial Elite events, at sele t venues, where
only Elite badge holders are invited. For ea h event, Yelp
reates a separate Yelp page, ontaining the name of the event
and the name, address and information for the hosting venue.
Attendees are en ourages to review the event a ount, whi h
then lists the reviews, just like a regular venue.
Elite

C. Yelp Event Colle tion

We have olle ted Yelp events from 60 major ities overing
44 states of USA. The remaining states had no signi ant
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identifying a YE or CMYE event, we identied the hosting
venue through either its name or address. We used the rawler
previously des ribed to olle t a majority of the available Yelp
events and hosting venues, for a total of 149 pairs.
For ea h Yelp event and orresponding venue, we have
olle ted their name, number of reviews, star rating and all
their reviews. For ea h review, we have olle ted the date when
it was written, the rating given and the available information
about the reviewer, in luding the Elite status, number of
friends and number of reviews written. In total, we have
olle ted 24,054 event/hosting venue reviews.
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Fig. 3. Positive review venue histogram.

D. Review Campaigns

The popularity and impa t of Yelp [10℄ a t as in entives
for mali ious behavior, in the form of fake reviews. A few
fake reviews, possibly dispersed in time, as well as neutral
(e.g., 3 star rating) reviews are likely to have a small impa t
on the average rating of a venue. Of parti ular on ern then
are the more impa tful review ampaigns: entities that hire
people to perform a ballot-stufng (undeserved 4 and 5 star
reviews) or bad-mouthing atta k (1 and 2 star reviews) to alter
the average rating of a target venue.
III. Y ELP C AMPAIGNS
We onje ture that Yelp events an be used as review
ampaigns. Our hypothesis is based on several observations.
First, the pro ess of hoosing the venues hosting Yelp events
is not publi . Se ond, a venue hosting an event is given
ample warning to organize the event. Third, only Elite yelpers
attend this event. While the attendees are en ouraged to review
the event's Yelp a ount, we have identied Yelp events that
impa ted the ratings of the orresponding host venues. We all
su h events, Yelp ampaigns.
In the following, we introdu e several tools we use to dete t
Yelp ampaigns. In Se tion IV we use the tools to evaluate
our onje ture.
A. Venue Timelines

We organize the 5 rating types (1-5 stars) available in
Yelp into 3 ategories: positive (for a star rating of 4 or 5),
negative (for a star rating of 1 or 2) and neutral (3 star rating
reviews). We asso iate a timeline with ea h venue. We dene
the timeline of a venue V , HV = f(pi ; ni ; Ti )ji = 1::v g, to
be the su ession of daily (Ti ) number of positive (pi ) and
negative (ni ) reviews re eived by V . v denotes the number
of days the venue V has been a tive, starting with the day
when the venue has re eived its rst review and ending with
the urrent day (or the day when the venue was losed).
B. Identifying Yelp Campaigns

In order to verify our onje ture, we introdu e S PI K E R ,
an algorithm for dete ting abnormal reviewing behaviors, then
Wat hYT, a tool that dete ts orrelations between Yelp events
and review spikes in the hosting venues.

S PI K E R : Dete ting abnormal review behavior. In a rst
step, we propose to dete t abnormal reviewing a tivity by analyzing the histogram of ea h venue. We introdu e S PI K E R ,
an algorithm that retrieves ranges of abnormal a tivity  spikes
in a venue's histogram. Spikes are outliers in the distribution
of the data. For instan e, Figure III-B shows the evolution
in time of the number of daily positive reviews for a venue
alled Ike's Pla e in San Fran is o, CA 1 , whose rst review
was registered in 2008. The number of daily positive reviews
seldom approa hes 15, however, on Nov. 7, 2011, the venue
re ords a spike of 78 positive reviews. With a total of 3169
positive reviews in 1220 a tive days, Ike's Pla e has an average
of 2.59 daily reviews.
S PI K E R relies on measures of dispersion, i.e., quartiles and interquartile ranges (IQR) [13℄, to dete t outliers.
S PI K E R takes as input argument a time range T . Given a
venue V , S PI K E R rst omputes the quartiles and the IQR of
the positive reviews from V 's histogram HV . It then omputes
the upper outer fen e (UOF ) value using the Box-Whiskers
plot [13℄. For ea h interval d of length T during V 's a tive
period, let Pd denote the set of positive reviews from HV
written during day d. If jPd j > UOF , S PI K E R outputs Pd ,
a spike has been dete ted. For instan e, the aforementioned
Ike's Pla e has a UOF of 9 for positive reviews: any day
with more than 9 positive reviews is onsidered to be a spike.
Wat hYT: event/spike orrelations. We introdu e Wat hYT
(Wat h Yelp Timelines), an algorithm that relies on S PI K E R to
dete t orrelations between Yelp events and in reased review
a tivity on erning the venues hosting the events. Algorithm 1
shows the pseudo ode of the approa h. Spe i ally, given a
set of Yelp events (events) and a time interval T (system
parameter), Wat hYT determines the set of venues that benet
from an event within an interval T of the event's date.
Wat hYT pro esses ea h Yelp event separately (lines 4-12).
It rst retrieves the date of the event, as representing the date
when the rst review was written for the event (line 6). It
then retrieves the venue hosting the event (line 7), olle ts its
reviews and re onstru ts its timeline (line 8). Wat hYT runs
S PI K E R to dete t abnormal review behavior over the timeline
(line 9). If a spike o urs within an interval T from the date
1 http://www.yelp.
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Algorithm 1 Wat hYT: Yelp ampaign dete tion tool.
1.Wat hYT(events[℄ : YelpEvent; T : Time)
2. ampaings[℄;
# ampaigns dete ted
3. ampaigns := newVenue[℄;
4. for i := 0 to events:size() do
5.
YelpEvent e := events[i℄;
6.
Date eDate := e:getDate();
7.
Venue V := event:getVenue();
8.
Timeline HV := V:getTimeline();
9.
TimeRange[℄ spikes := SpiKeR(HV);
10. if (spikes: orrelated(eDate; T)) then
11.
ampaigns:add(V); 
12. od
13 return ampaings;
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the short term impa t (2 weeks) of Yelp events on
venue ratings.

Time

Fig. 4. The timeline of Pink Ta o 2 (Los Angeles) and of the Yelp event
for this venue. Note the orrelation between the two.

of the event (line 10), it adds the venue to the list of dete ted
ampaigns (line 11).
Figure 4 shows an example of venue and event timelines,
orrelated in time, for the venue Pink Ta o 2 (Los Angeles).
Note how the venue's latest two spikes oin ide with the spikes
of the event.
IV. E VALUATION
We have evaluated Wat hYT over the event and venue data
des ribed in Se tion II-C. We rst evaluate S PI K E R 's ability
to dete t spikes, as a fun tion of T , the interval around
an event's o urren e date. Figure IV plots this dependen e,
when T ranges from 1 to 5 weeks. For instan e, when T
is 14 days, S PI K E R dete ted 36 spikes on the 149 venues.
Some venues had more than one spike within the 14 days.
The total number of venues with at least one spike is 24,
a ounting for around 17% of the venues. While for T =
35 S PI K E R dete ted 47 spikes, we prefer a shorter interval:
the orrelation between the event and spikes may fade over
longer intervals. In the following we use T =14.
We now fo us on determining the inuen e of Yelp events

on the overall rating of a venue. First, we ompute the 2-week
impa t of the Yelp event on the venue. We dene the 2-week
impa t as the differen e between the rating of the venue two
weeks after the event and the rating of the venue before the
event. We ompute the rating of a venue at any given time T
as the average over the ratings of all the reviews re eived by
the venue before time T . Figure 6 shows the distribution of the
2-week impa t of the Yelp event on the venue. While 55 (of
the 149) venues show no impa t, 60 venues show at least a 0.5
star improvement, with 3 at or above 2 star improvements. 32
venues are negatively impa ted. Thus, almost twi e as many
venues benet from Yelp events, when ompared to those
showing a rating de ay.
We then study the possibility of a relation between the
number of reviews of a venue and the short term impa t
an event has on the venue. We observe that the impa t of
an event is quantied with fa tions of rating, whi h means
that we are dealing with a ategori al variable. Therefore, we
annot use methods for linear or non-linear asso iation, e.g.
orrelation oef ient. Instead, we tested the hypothesis of
independen e, using a 2 test [13℄, between the rating impa t
and the number of reviews, a dis rete variable. The test gave
us a 2 = 58.6837 with 36 degrees of freedom, whi h is
highly signi ant with a p-value of 0.009854. Thus, we reje t
the hypothesis of independen e.
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the venues. The test was highly signi ant with 2 = 29.2038,
12 degrees of freedom and a p-value of 0.003674. Figure 9
shows the mosai plot: a vast majority of the venues having
more than 40 reviews have no impa t on the long term. This
shows that review spikes have a smaller impa t on onstantly
popular venues.
Con lusions. On the long term, events do not seem to impa t
the ratings of hosting venues. We believe this is be ause high
numbers of regular reviews tend to overwhelm the impa t of
event spikes. However, Yelp events show a noti eable short
term positive impa t. Even a short term in rease in popularity
may a t as a motivation to host su h events [10℄.
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Figure 7 shows the mosai plot depi ting this relation. Ea h
re tangle orresponds to a set of venues, that have a ertain
review ount range (the x axis) and having been impa ted
by a ertain measure within two weeks of an event (the y
axis). First, it shows that more than half of the (149) venues
have more than 40 reviews. Se ond, we noti e that the venues
having more than 40 reviews set the trend of Figure 6: while
roughly one third of the venues show no impa t, twi e as many
venues show a positive impa t vs. a negative one.
We now fo us on the long term impa t of Yelp events. For
this, we ompare the urrent ratings of the 149 venues with
their ratings before the events. Figure IV shows the distribution
(over the 149 venues) of the differen e between the urrent
rating of the venues and their rating before the events. 78% of
venues show no improvement. Furthermore, we see a balan e
between the number of venues showing an improvement versus
a negative impa t (16 positive vs. 14 negative). However, we
emphasize that the negative impa t is only half a star, while
the positive impa t rea hes up to 3.5 stars.
We ondu t a 2 test to verify the dependen e of the long
term impa t of events on venues on the number of ratings of

V. WATCH YT I MPLEMENTATION
We have implemented Wat hYT as a web server and a
browser plugin running in the user's browser. We have used
Apa he Tom at 6.0.35 to route requests (exposed to the lient
through a REST API interfa e) to our server-side omponent.
The server-side omponent relies on the latest servlet v3.0
whi h offers additional features in luding asyn hronous support, making the server-side pro essing mu h more ef ient.
We implemented the browser plugin for the Chrome browser
using HTML, CSS and Javas ript. The plugin intera ts with
Yelp pages and the web server, using ontent s ripts (Chrome
spe i omponents that let us a ess the browser's native
API) and ross-origin XMLHttpRequests. The plugin is available for download at the proje t's website [12℄.
The browser plugin be omes a tive when the user navigates
to a Yelp page. For user and venue pages, the plugin parses
their HTML le and retrieves their reviews. We employ a
stateful approa h, where the server's DB stores all reviews of
pages previously a essed by users. This enables signi ant
time savings, as the plugin needs to send to the web server
only reviews written after the date of the last user's a ess to
the page. Given the venue's set of reviews, the server employs
S PI K E R to determine spikes in the venue's timeline. It then
retrieves information about any Yelp events hosted by the
venue. If an event is dis overed, the server determines the
impa t of the event and sends this ba k, along with the date

Fig. 10. Snapshot of Wat hYT in a tion.

of the event, to the plugin. The plugin displays this information
in the browser. Figure 10 shows Wat hYT's extension to the
Yelp page of the venue Sol Mexi an Co ina (S ottsdale,
AZ) in the entral-left blue re tangle.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Ott et al. [6℄ reated a database of fake hotel reviews
in TripAdvisor, then integrated work from psy hology and
omputational linguisti s to develop and ompare three textentri approa hes to dete ting de eptive opinion spam. While
the on lusions of this work an be used by atta kers to rene
the text of their reviews and es ape dete tion, the follow up
work of Feng et al. [15℄ relies on the J-shaped distributions
of review ratings re eived by most venues to identify venues
that re eive too many 5 star reviews from single-time users.
Jindal and Liu [7℄ introdu ed the problem of dete ting
opinion spam in the ontext of produ t reviews. The te hniques
proposed in the ontext of Amazon reviews, in lude dete ting
spam, dupli ate or plagiarized reviews and outlier reviews.
Jindal et al. [8℄ extend this work to identify unusual review
patterns that an represent suspi ious reviewer behavior. They
formulate the problem as nding unexpe ted domain independent rules; they test their solution on Amazon reviews. In the
ontext of review spam, Lim et al. [9℄ propose te hniques that
determine a user's deviation from the behavior of other users
reviewing similar produ ts. Li et al. [16℄ and Ntoulas et al. [17℄
rely on the review ontent to dete t review spam. Mukherjee
et al. [18℄ fo us on fake reviewer groups, reviewers who work
ollaboratively to write fake reviews. They propose the use of
a frequent itemset mining method to nd a set of andidate
groups, then used several behavioral models derived from the
ollusion phenomenon among fake reviewers to dete t fake
reviewer groups.
Instead, in this work we fo us on a different geoso ial
network, Yelp, and its unique event me hanisms. We do not
study fake reviews but reviews likely to be real, written by
people who attended Yelp events. We propose the onje ture
that events reated by Yelp at sele t venues, impa t positively
the rating of the venue. Our results an be used in onjun tion
with previous work, to provide a omprehensive defense
against manipulation of venue ratings.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the problem of review
ampaigns organized by Yelp and involving Elite yelpers. We
have proposed S PI K E R , an approa h that identies positive
review spikes in the timelines of venues. We have introdu ed
Wat hYT, a browser plugin that nds venues that have spikes
orrelated with events they organized. We have used venue
and event data olle ted from Yelp to investigate the impa t
of Yelp events. We have shown that while a short term positive
effe t an be seen, in the long run, the effe ts of events are
normalized by the reviews of regular users. In future work, we
plan to investigate the impa t of regular events, that venues
organize and post on Yelp.
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